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Down

2. one celestial body obscures another

3. any large scale calamity

5. having excessive or compulsive concern with 

something

7. lacking capacity or ability

10. difficult to analyze or understand

12. treat with smoke, especially with the aim of 

disinfecting

13. easily or conveniently transported

14. utter in an angry, sharp, or abrupt tone

15. a formal entry into an organization or position or 

office

16. standing posture

22. presentation to view in an open or public manner

26. easily broken or damaged or destroyed

27. devoted to a cause or ideal or purpose

30. be face to face with

32. adapt or conform oneself to new or different 

conditions

33. a contestant that you are matched against

34. army unit smaller than a division

Across

1. laugh at with contempt and derision

4. the feat of mustering strength for a renewed effort

6. make a thrusting forward movement

8. exultantly proud and joyful; in high spirits

9. threatening or foreshadowing evil or tragic 

developments

11. to gain with effort

13. any animal that lives by preying on other animals

17. an event resulting in great loss and misfortune

18. come into being; become reality

19. treat, mention, or speak to rudely

20. a noisy fight in a crowd

21. qualified for or allowed or worthy of being chosen

23. treat with contempt

24. a person who helps people or institutions

25. the act of attacking

28. enthusiastic recognition

29. stated explicitly or in detail

31. someone who is dazzlingly skilled in any field

35. something used to lure fish or other animals

36. marked by extreme and violent energy

37. influencing strongly

38. exercising influence or control

39. a handicap or disadvantage that is imposed on a 

competitor

eligible  eclipse  accomplish  elated  attempt  menacing  jeer  decoy  snarl  delicate  

dedicated  disaster  plague  penalty


